
THE CLIMATOLOGY OF THE VINE (VITIS VINIFERA 1.) 
THE COOL LIMITS OF COLTIVATION 

By J. A. Prescorrt 

[Read 8 April 1965 | 

SUMMARY 

An examination hus been made of the temperature conditions at the pola 
limit of the cultivation of the grape vine Vitis vinifera L. in Europe. The 
principal limiting factors are the mean temperature of the warmest monthly 
period which amist be i excess of G6? VF. and of the coldest manthly period 
which must be 1 excess of 30° F, These are associated with periods of 
approximately six months during which the mean monthly temperature is ju 
excess al BOF F, 

Where mean winter temperatures fill below 30° Fy special proeautions 
inust be taken te protect the vines. 

The temperature Characteristics hiave also been expressed in the harmonic 
form of dumual inean, amplitude and phaso aml the use of temperature sum- } ? I t ao J Y 
mations over the base Jevel of BO! Wo is discussed. 

Experienee in Australin and California has been examined with reference 
to the temperature Tinvits estiblished above, 

In an appends, the history of the use of temperature smmmutions in 
agrivullural climatology is briefly reviewed, 

re 
In an earlier communication (1947) it was demonstrated that the wave- 

form analysis of the annual temperature curve based on mean mowthly teni- 
peratures could be applied to the search in Australia for the temperature honiw- 
climes of species of pines native to the Mediterranean environment. Such it 
method is particularly successful when dealing with perennial species such as 
Pinus radiata and Pinus eanariensis which haye a geographically restricted native 
habitat. The march of temperature throughout the year takes care of adapta- 
bility to the summer heat and winter cold, Jeaving the question of moisture 
relations for studies of greater refinernent.? In the case of a long established 
cultivated perennial such as the grape vine (Vitis vinifera), the question is 
complicated by the deciduous character of the plant and by the historical factors 
involyed in the spread of its cultiyation from its place of origin in the Annenian 
region, to all parts of the civilised world. In most cases at some time or other. 
the limits of cultivation have been advanced beyond a reasonable range both 
in the polar direction and equatorially, but the present polar Jimits in Europe 
at least have: been stable for well over a centiry. 

*Seo for exumple Johnston (1964). 

Trans, Roy, Soe, §, Aust. (1965), Vol. $9. 
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CLIMATOLOGY OF THK VINE 7 

the States of New York and Ohio in thy United States and of the Proyincee of 
Ontario in Canada. Such an hybrid, Brandt, of Canadian origin, has been used 
tu extend the Jimit of cultivation to Britain, while the Asian species V. anata 
is grown commercially in Egypt, particularly in the neighbourhoud of the 
Mediterrancan Sea. 

The purpose of the present study is to examine the temperature conditions 
which appeae to have determined the polar limits o£ the eultivation of the vine 
in Europe, to establish any generalisation which emerges and to test this 
veneralisalion against the newer experiences of Australia and California. 

The present northern limits of the vultivation of the vine in Rurupe ure 
the result of a process of trial and error extending back first to the Koman 
voeeupation and Jater to the spread of Christian establishments in northern 
Europe. In Britain at the time of the Nerman conquest, the Domesday Book 
has 38 references to vineyards. An LSE century report from a yplivsiouratte 
Vrench source on the English counties mentions only Gloucestershire as having 
vineyards. These are recorded as having been recently abandoned in favour 
af apple orchards, Generally sneaking. Gloucester, Sorrierset aud Kent are 
rigarded as the most favourable counties. In Germany during the middle ages 
the cultivation of the vine was extended to Litbeck, Steltin, Danzig, Konigsherg 
und Tilsit. Must of these northern vineyards were destroved, however, by the 
harsh winter of 1437. In 1592 there were 92 vinevards in Berlin, areas which 
subsequently reverted to orchards, Iv what is now Polish Silesia, the cultivation 
ol the vine was introduced by Mrankish and Mlemish migrants and remained 
Tmportiunt until the period of the 380 years9 war. The most famous wine district 
in the area is that based on Ziclona Géra (Grinberg), including arcas at Swie- 
budvin and Sulechow, The most prosperous period is said ta Jive been be- 
tween 1830 and 1890, when the area planted reached £400 hectares. In Saxony 
the most important area has been uear Meissen and Hofléssnite, advantage being 
tuken of the favourable climate of the valley of the Elbe, In the tate: 16th, 
century, 6,000 hectares are said to have been cultivated in this urea, but this 
had deereased by the end of the 10th century to 526 heetares.  Porther gp the 
valley of the Elbe vineyards were established in Bohemia and these are enr- 
rently represented by vreas at Milnik und Litomernice The northern limits of 
cultivation in Czechoslovakia, Elungary and Rumania are much further soutl 
than in Germany and there is no doubt that this limit is determined by the 
calder winters, 

tn Russia, the limits have been set by experience gained in extending culti 
vation Into the Ukraine beyond the existing limits in central Europe. With 
the occupation of the Crimea acd its anuexation in 1783, a winemaking school 
was established in that vear at Sudak on the coast and this was moved in 1812 
to the neighbourhond of Yalta, now one of the important centres mm the Soviet 
Union, Vinevards avere estiublished in 177 by the German settlers ona the 
Volga between Saratov and Tsuritsin (Volgagrad, Stalingrad) but these do not 
appear ta have survived, although mentioned by correspondents of Alph. de 
Candolle. An important surviving area cxtends along the banks of the Don. 
Vines have been grown in Kiev in gardens, but no wite can be made, 

The present northern limits. of the cultivation of the vine in Europe are 
shown on the map of Fig, 1. These limits ace verv similar to those shown on 
aimap by Leunis (1883) except that the Rugsign limit is shown on this eurlier 
map as extending to the northern margin vf the Caspian Sea. 8Uhis map alsa 
shows the polar limits of the cultivation of the olive as well as of a number 
uf native tree species. He also plotted two sets of isotherms: isatheres or Vines 
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CLIMATOLOGY OF THE VINE of] 

vl equal summer temperatures and isocheims or lines of equal winter tempera- 
lures, Commenting on the interpretation of this map, Leunis remarks on the 
complications associated with the problems involved. 

The map of Fig, 1 gives the locations of the temperature stations which 
provide the most useful available information associated with the limit of culti- 
vation under discussion, In addition, the isotherms of the coldest month are 
plotted as these obviously play a part in determining the limit. 

For each of the stations listed and for others in the vicinity the temperature 
characteristics of each station have becn calculated by wave-form analysis, and 
in each case a smooth curve has been drawn from. the values calculated from the 
first three larmonics, From these curves has been estimated the length of 
season over 50° F. and the accumulated <day-degrees= aboye this limit, These 
data have been brought together in Table 10= 

It is now possible to swmmarise the data in the form of mean annual temn- 
perature and of lemperature amplitude. This has been done in Fig. 2 where 
temperature characteristics have been plotted agamst longitude across Europe, 
as it is obvious that the degree of continentality of the temperature regime as 
determined by longitude is more important than latitude in determining the 
limit, The German climatologists have observed that a mean lemperature of 
the warmest month of 20° CG, (68° F,) is the probable requirement together 
with a mean temperature of the coldest month not below 0° C, (32° F.) with a 
mein annual temperature of at least 48° F, 
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Fig. 2. Whustrating the relationship between temperature and longitnde along the northern 
martin of the cultivation of the vine in Europe. W. Temperature of the warmest monthly 
period. The broken line is the calculated regression of temperature on longitude over the 
range 2°W to 16°. A. Mean annual temperature. C, Temperature of the coldest monthly 

period, Open circles are for well-established stations well within the northern limits. 
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hi Vig, 3, the vafeulated line of regression of teraperature ou longitnde has 
heen plotted for the warmest month over the range of Jougitude 2°W. ta 16°E- 
There ts no significant departure over this range from a mea temperature of 
65-67 F. On the other hand, the mean temperature of the coldest month falls 
uver this range of longitude from 39° F. to about 30° F. At the lowest tem- 
peratures and generally speuking further east at the Ukrainian winter tempera- 
tures of about 23° B., it is recognised that protection of the vine in winter is 
very necessary. French observers regard an absolute minimum of 4 15° C, tu 
418° C. (say, 0° F. to 3° F,) as the ultimate limit of danger in witer. 

This northern limit vf cultivation is reasonably continuous from the coust of 
the Atlintic to the valley of the Rhine, but east of the Rhine the cultivation is 
less continuous, edaphic factors of soil and slope being sought as in the Rheingau, 
the valleys of the Saale and Unstrut and of the Elbe, on dune sands in Silesia 
sind on south-facing slopes at Tokaj in Hungary. The continuity is also inter- 
ripled by the mountain ranges such as the Erzgebirge, the Riesengebirge ane 
the Carpathians, LU will be noted that the eastern limit of this continuous cul- 
tivation is deterroined by 2 mean temperature of the coldest month of 32° F. 

Anuther temperatare factor whieh hes heen considered to be of importance 
is that controling the period of yegetative growth, The nineteenth century 
butanists agreed that for most woody species, bud burst in Spring began when 
the mean monthly temperature reached 10° C, (50° F.) and this temperature 
limit hus been extensively used in many climatie studies on the vine. Fran 
8Table 1 it will be noted that over practically the whole range of longitude from 
Chartres to Astrakhan, the peviod during which the temperature limit of 50° F- 
is exeeeded varies from appremimately 5:5 to 6-0 months. ln every cise the 
bewinning of this season is in April and the end in Octoher, mean cates being 
21 April and 14 October, a perind of 4:8 months. 

ln order to provide some perspective the records of a aumber of well- 
ostahlished areas south of the uorthern linit have been examined and these are 
hronght together iu Table 2 as well as being plotted in Fig. 2. The length of 
seuyan over 50° FL is in general between six und seven months and sunnier 
teniperatures about 2° to 4= F, higher than on the northern limit. 

This northern limit of the cultivation of the vine is only valid for earls 
varieties, An historical experience in this connection is that of Boussingault 
(1837b), who recounts the establishment of a vineyard on the family estale in 
Alsace in 1818. The varieties first planted were those from the recion of Per- 
pignan, presumably Grenache, Carignan and similar varieties. These thrived. 
but the grupes did mot ripen and the vineyrd was replanted in 1825 with early 
varieties including Pinot, Sanaynon blanc, Tokay, Riesling and Treaniner. 0b is 
Of interest that the vintage was followed over x period of years und recorded 
quantitatively from 1833. ta 1936. Boussinygwule records his opinion that the 
temperature of the warmest month should be 4 ur 5 degrees higher than the 
recorded probable mean of 64° F., for the season to be favaurahle in Alsace 

It has been pointed out above that a temperature tactor which has heen 
eonsidered to be of vreat importatice is that controlling the period of vegetative 
vrowth. This temperature limit was established for a number of specics bs 
Alph. de Candolle (1855) and for the vine the limit was established at 10° C 
(50° F.), and was used extensively by him and adypted by the American 
workers Amerine and Winkler (1944, 1963) for detereniuiae the climatic regions 
fox the cultivation af wine grapes in California, 
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12 J. A. PRESCOTT 

Three examples have been selected from the range of stations in Table 1} 
so that a comparison may he made between the original use of this temperature 
limit by de Candolle and the current use by the Californian workers,= 

These examples are illustrated and explained in Fig. 3. De Candolle9s 
rule (1855 loc, cit. p. 365) with respect to the limits of cultivation of the vine 
may be quoted in full: 

<The cultivation of the vince, for the manufacture of wine. can be under- 
taken in Europe, on slopes with a favourable exposure, up to those localities 
which provide a sum of 2,900 day-degrees (Centigrade) from the day when the 
mean temperature first reaches 10° C, until the dav when the temperature 
falls below 10° C. in the shade, provided that at the approach of maturity, the 
number of days with rain does not exceed a dozen per month,= 

De Candolle9s choice of 10° C, was made only after he had satished himself 
that it was better than $° C. or 9 C. He was. moreaver, well aware that this 
temperature sara could be modified by other factors, the chief of which he 
regarded us the amount of solar radiation, but as he had no method of estimat- 
ing this, he noted the effect of latitude in influencing the length of day in summer 

° Por a fuller account of the history of the development of this concept, see appendix 
yage 20, 

tiv. 5. Three selected examples, of teraperature curves of localities on the northern limit of 
the cultivation of the vine in Europe. "The curves are drawn from the calculated values based 
on the wuave-form analysis of the original nvean monthly temperatures following the equation: 

Wo. tly 7 ay HOSN -- ay Goa BN $ Fy GOS AX 

4- hy sink + bg sin {x + hy sin Bx 

Four the three localities the constants ol the ecyuation are: 

with mid-Samuary as Oo mid-Kebrady Fb ete, 

ay ay thy a4 h, hy Vy 

Nantes abe 2) - [2-2 L()+ 44) +-12 AN TF 0-98 +0-08 

Cirisen heim {+25 -16°30 (7-0 +40-33 SUNT 4()-42 +0617 

Astrakliuw) bR-7 235 G35 - fe Tb 41:67 41:68 4) R2 

For the first hannonic these correspand to the values: 

Armual mena Phase lag behind 
temperature Amplituile the sun 

<-¥ F days 

Nantes 42:2 13-4) g0-4 
Geisenhoim . 4-2 16-3 26-4 
Astrakhath 44-0 2944 i B03 

' ! 

The shaded areas correspontd io temperature surnmations, the whole area represents the 

original summation recommended by de Candolle (Centigrade) and the npper area (Fahren- 
heit) that currently (19635) adepied by Californian workers. These values are: 

day-degrees 

Cah fornia De Candolle 

Nantes IRT7 3034 
Geisonheim | 1786 2886 
Astrakhan 3162 \ 3541 
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in northern latitudes and he also made note as in the rule quoted above of the 
number of days without rain, Black (1960) has recently calculated values for 
solar radiation for northern Europe, The southern limit of Black's values 
coincides approximately with the northern limit of the cultivation of the vine 
so that a re-appraisal may become possible in these terms. 

ft will be noted from Pig. 3 that de Candolle, although confining his 
summations to periods with mean temperitures in excess of 10° C., added the 
achial temperatures in degrees centigrade so that a new base line of 0? C. was 
established. For regions, suel as Madeira, where the mean temperature of all 
months of the year excceds 10° C., he refused to commit himself, 

The Californian workers usiug the Fahrenheit scale have measured tem- 
peratures above the base line of 50° P. and where this temperature is excoedid 
throughout the year an arbitrary selection of the time period has been made, 
say, April to October, although it is recoumised that crop periods such as bud- 
burst to ripeness, or flowering to ripeness for each specific varicty would he 
inare satisfactory. 

Phenolowical observations are not sufficiently uumerous to give more thin 
a <eneral confirmation of the soundness of the concepts employed. 

In the German regions of the Palatinate, Bavaria and Franconia, the variety 
Riesling begins its vegetative growth about 25 April, begins flowering about LL 
June, and the berry begins to ripeu about 2 September. The time from bud- 

NANTES GEISENHE|M ASTRAKHAN 

Litsitaruitiy i 
JFMAMJJASOND JFMAMJJASOND JFMAMJJASOND 

se Se 
Fig, 3, 
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burst to the bezinning of ripening has a mean value of 126 days. in the Nahe 
revion over a recent period of ten years. the mean dute of the beginning of 
ripening for this variety was 22 August and uf the completion of ripening 3 
October (Hillebrand, 1963). In these observations the degree of ripeness was 
based un the specific gravity of the grape juice. 

In northern France varieties such as Camay begin veyetative growth fram 
7-18 April. begin fowermy on 9 Jime and ripen frum 17-28 September. 

In the commnne of Beaune, Burgundy, the proclamution of vintage (Ben 
de cendange), over the years 1909 to 1933, ranged from 15 September ta 16 
October with a mean date of 28 September. This is to be compared with 20 
October, the date ending the mean period above 50° F. at Beane. 

De Candolle quotes a group of observations on the beginning of vegetative 
growth of the vine at Brussels, Over a period of ten years this is viven 25 April. 

These dates correspond well with the choice of 50° FP. 
perature, 

as the basal tem- 

EXTENSION OF EUROPEAN EXPERIENCE TO OTHER COUNTRIES 

From the observations made in Europe. it can be assnmed that the polar 
limits of cultivation of the vine are determined climaticully by the temperaturr 
limit of not Jess than 66° F. for the mean of the warmest month combined with 
a mean temperature for the coldest month of not less thun 30° PF, Below this 
mean For the coldest month provision has ty be made for the protection of 
dormant vines in winter. The rainfall limit may be taken ay au annual mean of 
30 inches as a maximum with 20 inches as a possible mimimum below which 
irrigation is likely to be needed. Tnypertant areas, such as the Burdewnx region, 
do, in fact, have areas with an anneal rainfall as high as 40 inches, but in such 
revions fungoid diseases will become increasingly important, A further require 
ment will be that the length of tlie season above 50° F. must be iu the region 
wf six mouths and the temperature summation over 50° KF. within the perind 
must be of the order of 1.600 to L800 diav-degrees, corresponding approximately 
tu Alph. de Candolle9s original requirements of 2,900 day-deyrees on the Centi- 
wride scale. With a seasonal length of six months 1.500 duy-degrees corresponds 
tru de Candolle value of 2.830. 

An alternate approach would be the use of appropriate combinations of the 
harmonic characteristies of the temperature curve for the year, 8This would 
mean seeking such appropriate combinations af the annual menn tenperatiare 
and amplitude as wauld correspond to the limits set above for the warmest 
and coldest months. Appropriate combinations would be mean annual values 
of 52! F, to 48° FL with amplitudes of 14° to 18" and phase values of 26 to 30 
davs of lag behind solar radiation, Such combinations would be required to 
reproduce more precisely the temperature couditions along the main northeri 
homnckiuy of cultivation in Europe. 

The relevant areas of widest experience with Vo ciniferd uutside Kurope 
ure Likely te be found in South Armoerica (Argentina und Chile), in South Africa, 
im Australia and in California, Lt ts proposed to examine the conditions m 
Australia and California and to discnss briefly the conditions in Lnghind, 

Vine Crowines in Enelane 

It has. already been pointed out that English experience goes back for 
many centuries and that for sentimental and other reasons attempts are always 
being made to produce wine from grapes grown in Enghind, Generally speaking 
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the enthnsiastic wine-amaker is satisfied af he can produce wine, say, once in 
three or five years. Frequently the vines are grown on walls with a southern 
aspect as is also the case in Silesia, The varicties grown must be very early 
und according to Ordish (1953) include the Canadian hybrid: Brandt, Gulden 
Chasselas, Gamay Hatif and Meslier Précoce. Commercial wine production in 
Kngland, however, is based on concentrated grape juice imported principally 
fram Cyprus and Greece. 

Por an assessment of temperature conditions. Cardiff, Oxlord and Kew have 
heen selected as affording probable northern limits for Britain. Approprixte 
Gintatic information is given in the following table: 

Temperate \ 
Chargeterishics Temperatures. Length of | 

Station <= ~4-e4 of warmest9 season | Aecumulared 
Mean Amplitude | Phasis monthly . aver G08 | day-degrens 

iy <F Days period <Fo omenths | above sek 

ada 448 10-7 thal 6L-(b 5-6 1,230 
Oxford 44s 11-4 B2-4 62-1 o-3 1110 
Kow ' ANB: Tho ag-2 62-4 a4 1.40) 

Using the accumulated day-degrves above 50° F. as the simplest eriterian, 
none of the values approaches the lower limit set at 1.600 for European con- 
linental conditions, Similarly. the mean temmperatare of the warmest monthly 
period is significantly below the established limit of 66° F. 

California 

The grape vine V. vinifera is the species commercially established in the 
western United States, almost entirely in California, although small areas have 
been noted in the States of Oregon and Washington. There is, of course, a 
Jong experience going back to the days of Spanish settlement, and the culti- 
vation of the vine has been adjusted through experience to the geographical 
limits imposed by climatic conditions, Amerine and Winkler (1944, 1963) have. 
on the basis of this experience. grouped the California areas into five regions 
based on accumulated temperatures over 50° F. Hore the ditfeulty arises that 
wis encountered by de Caudolle with respect to Madeirx in that either all 
months have mean temperatures above 50" FP. or a snbstantial number of months 
wwe oso placed. In their first paper they used as a criterion the period from 
full bloom to ripeness as indicated by a wiven specific gravity of the grape juice. 
This is of particular value in the comparison of varieties v1 different localities 
and seasons. They obtain as values for their coolest region (No. 1) 1,800 to 
2.00%) day-degrees, In their second paper they chose the period April to October 
itclusive which gives a value of less than 2,300 day-degrees for the coolest 
region, 

On the map of California (Fig. 4) have been plotted the criteria mentioned 
eurlier, namely, 66° F., for the warmest month, 30° F. for the coolest month 
and 30 inches of annual rain. The urets considered climatically suitable for 
the cultivation of the vine within these limits have been margined, The 
counties included by Amerine and Winkler in Region No. 1 are indicated by 
hatching. Below an annul rainfall of 20 inches, irrigation is likely to be needed. 
above 30 inches special conditions are likely to he encountered. The map has 
heen constructed essentially from the data provided in <Climate and Man# 
(1841) supplemented by data in the official reports of the U.S. Weather Bureau. 
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It will be noted that the isotherm of 66° F. for the warmest month. is 
determined in the first place by proximity to the Pacifie Ocean and is parallel 
to the coast, and in the second place by the altitude in the mountains to the 
east of the central valley. 

As an example, Napa (lat. 38-3°N,, Jong. 122°3°W.) has been taken as a 
recording station in an established wine-growing district. 

Ps corm ° o we | 

cersteress JANUARY 30°F 
~4-4=4 JULY 66°F 

ANNUAL RAINFALL 3O INCHES 

4---44 ANNUAL RAINFALL ZO INCHES 

athercee® | 

40- 
4 COUNTIES OF REGION 1 

en er ee ee 
Vig. 4. Map of California on which have been projected temperature limits for the cultivation 
of the vine established at the northern margin in Europe, The area within which favourable 
conditions can be expected is margined, Counties included by Amerine and Winkler in their 

coolest Region I are shaded- 
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ae4==4 JANUARY 66 F 

abatebtssleeee JULY 30°F 

ANNUAL RAINFALL 3O INCHES 

ae ct cme ANNUAL RAINFALL 20 INCHES 

Fig. 5. Map of south-eastern Australia on whieh have been projected temperature limits for 
the cultivation of the vine established at the northern margin of cultivation in Europe. The 

aret within which favourable canditions can be expected is margined. 

The temperatnre characteristics are viven below: 

Temperature 
Characteristics Temperature Length of 

Station = S$ oof warts HaSOn Accumulated 
Mean Amplitude © Phase © monthly over 0 F | day-degroes 

| Fk <F 2 Days period °F months above aver 

Ney ih ATA 1g. s0-2 66-7 yet 2,500 

These temperature characteristies are obviously quite different from those of 
the European limits, due principally to the Jength of the seascn, If the criterion 
of seven months, April to October, be taken the temperature accumulation is 
2,680 day-degrees corresponding to Region IL of Amerine and Winkler, the 
region regurded by them as most important for table wines. For the established 
viticultural area of California, criteria independent of northern European ex- 
perience must therefore be established if the summation of temperatures is to 
be used, 
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The map reveals, however, a number of intersections between the isotherms 
of 30° F. and 66° F. for the coolest and warmest months respectively. These 
are inland areas and at some altitude. Recording stations near such intersections 
are given above (Table 3), togethcr with temperature characteristics, 

This Californian experience may be extended to the State of Washington 
Where approximately 8,000 acres of vines are grown, nearly all of which are 
under irrigation, in the south central portion of the State! Approximately $3 
per cont of this acreage is planted to the Arherican variety Concord (V, 
labvusea) und most of the vinifera varieties have to be covered to survive the. 
severest winters, The inean temperature of the warmest month at the Irrigation 
Experiment Station at Prosser is 71° F. aad of the coldest month 29° F, The 
Jongth of the season over 50° I. is 6-4 months, 

Australia 

The appropriate temperature and rainfall Jimits have been plotted on the 
mip of Fig. 5 for south-eastern Australia, Tasmania is well outside the limit 
of 66° F. for the warmest month, and all of the rest of Australia west of 
Kangarou Island comes within tie limit. As with California, there is a tum- 
perature control imposed by proximity to the oceans snd away from these a 
further control imposed by altitude. 

The most interesting locality near the limit is that of Coonawarra (37-3°S., 
140-3°E.) in South Australia which in recent years has become an area noted 
for red table wines, The temperature charactéristics of Coonawarra. based on 
interpolations from long-established recording centres in the general reyion 
are given below: 

! ~ pe 8 
Temperature chavactaristics Tomponttine  Lengih of 

-44 4 4 SS et wartrnineh SUELSUTE 
Stanton Mevo i) Amplituile | Phase °° omowthly | over 30 F 

<EF ! Days » period Tr months 
= ry erage wg eo e32e ep e 4 =O 

Coonawarne 8 47-5 \ So4 31-2 : 66-4 Wed 

These canditions are very similar to those at Napu in California recorded 
in the preceding section, but the conditions in winter are much milder than 
those in Huroape. In no locality in Australia dues the isotherm of 30° F. for 
the coolest month intersect that of 66° F, for the warmest month. 

Mean Sumner temperatures of 66° F. are reached at altitudes of approxi- 
mately 3,800 feet in the northern tablelands af New South Wales, at 3,000 
feet in the central tablelands, at 2,500 feel in the southern tablelands and at 
1,700 feet i Victoria. The Canberra region comes. just within the limit. 

In general, the conditions in Australia will need a separate study allowing 
for wider comparisons with the warmer regions of Europe, western Asia and 
California. 

! Personally communicated by W. J, Clare, May, 1965, 
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APPENDIX 

THE SUMMATION OF TEMPERATURES IN AGRICULTURAL 
CLIMATOLOGY 

Soon after his invention of the alcohol thermometer in 1730, Reaumur 
organised a series of temperature observations in Paris and overseas. We noted 
(Reaumur, 1739) that the agricultural season of 1735 was much later than in 
recent yeurs and that the wheat and grape harvests had been delayed by at 
least a month, He noted that this was associated with lower temperatures in 
spring aud early summer and proceeded to compare the conditions in the months 
of April. May and June in 1734 and 1735 on the basis of the <sum of the degrees 
of heat9, For each day he determined the mean temperature by taking half 
the sum of the maximum and minimum and proceeded to add them dav by 
dav for each of the three months. 

Sama ot temperature above freezing point Roan Pars 

Aji { Miiy' June 
for 1734 343 405 i 312 
for 1735 i 27) 328 417 

He suggested that by this means different countries and years could be campared. 

In view Of the fact that the same vrain crops can be harvested in countries 
with very different temperatures, one should be able to cumpare the sums of 
degrees of heat for the months during which the cereals made the greatest part 
of their growth and came to maturity in warm countries such as Spain and 
Africa, in temperate countries as in France, and in cold countries as in those 
of the north. 

This idea of treating temperature readings as measuring the quantity of 
heat appeirs to have been projected forward into the nineteenth century in 
spite of the discovery and naming of <quantity of heat= and <latent heat= by 
Joseph Black in 1760. The idea of <absolute temperature= was not to come 
until after 1550. 

The first notable application of this suggestion of Reaumur was made by 
Boussingault (1837), who compared the temperatures under which wheat, barley. 
maize und potatoes were grown both in Europe and in the Americas. He was 
able to make observations on lis own farm at Bechelbronn in Alsace. fle ex- 
pressed9 the requirement in the quantitative Form: 

<The inmber of days between the beginning of the growth of an annual 
plant and its maturation is inversely proportional lo the mean temperature 
during this period of growth, sia that the product of the nuraber of days by the 
temperature is constant.= 

Of seven examples which he wives for maize, two may be quoted: 

Medan rhantiient Moon temperature: 3 Nimber 

Taoeality Lora pe rat: Cutie Crops 1 al dees Procliuer 
' Cc . 

Bechelbeoun (: Wes <MeO [22 8 > 440 

Vatley of tho Magelsbera 7-4 27-40 2 2484 

fffffHR TTT eee 
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The principal contribution of the botanists who followed Boussingault was 
ta recognise that plant activities ceascd below certain temperatures: and_ this 
information was critically cxamined by Alph. de Candolle (1855) and applicd 
to a large number vf wild species 4amual, perennial and woody 4in Lurope. 
He then proceeded to extend the convept to cultivated species and established 
useful minimam temperatures for a number of crops. 

De Candolle9s table for cultivated species is worth quoting in view of the 
continued application of the concept to the present dav, 

Alphonse de Candolle9s table of temperature summation: 

| Extreme limit in Europe | Minimum = - Summation of temperatures 
444.-44__444!  nseful i oo wheve uaeful mininnun 

Croyi Country Latitude + Temperature | (hay -clagroos 
<N eu | oF (a 

Barley Norway TU | a : 41 1,250) 
Vine (for wine) | Gewniinay 53-3 Ia ! Au <900 
Maize | Germiny BL 13 aa 2,500) 
Date palm {for trait) | Spaifi ee in | 64 5.100 

De Candolle always insisted that mean daily temperatures below the freezing 
point of water (O° C,) were not to be taken into acemint, thus establishing a 
secondary base level below the effective minimum, 

De Candolle advocated the regular publication by official meteorological 
uepartments of mean temperatures and summation in excess of specified minima 
and this was, in fact, taken up by the London meteorological office and noted 
Iv de Cundolle (1584). At this period the London office was already publishing 
weekly a summation to temperatures above 42° F. These were recorded as <day- 
devrees=, a term invented by the Meteorological Offee in London, 

De Candolle (1886) attended the 69th Session of the Swiss Society for 
Natural Sciences in August of that year, at which J. H. Gilbert (1886) of Rot- 
hamsted gave an account of the relationship which exists between sums of tem- 
peratnres and agricultural production. 8This paper is reported in full. Gilbert 
reported that in 1881, the London metcorological office on the supgestion of 
Lawes and himself began to publish weekly sums of tempcrature above a fred 
base, together with hours of sunshine and rain, for the information of agricul- 
turists, the base temperature chosen being 42° F. as stated above. 

Gilbert tabulated. the stim of temperatures From certain fixed dates until the 
time of harvest of wheat at Rothamsted for the vears 1852 to 1885. For the 
vears 1878 to 1885 these are basexl on the weekly publications of the meteoro- 
logical office. Gilbert recorded for winter wheat, over the full period, sums of 
temperatures of the order of 1,100 to 1,200 day-degrees,' The London Metevre- 
Ingical Office is still (1965) interested in accumulated temperatures, above ind 
below 42°F., and these are entered im the monthly returns from all crop-weather 
stations in Britain. The continned vse of accumulated temperatures 1s, how- 
ever, currently under discussion.= 

Modern applications in terms of this concept of temperature summation 
come mainly from North America, The bridge between the European work of 
the nineteenth century and the American work of the twentieth is provided 

1 The responsible people at the Metearelogical Office in London were Ro He Seott aul 
General Strachey. 

* Personally communicated by H. L. Penman, 
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by Abbe (1905), Livingston (1916) compiured the sumination of direet ten 
peratores with the summutions of temperature efficiences based on the physico- 
chemical concepts of Arrhenius and Van't Hoff and with those of physiologic! 
eticioncies based ow experimental studies. He was a strong udvacate of the 
provision of experimental facilities to enable studies of plant growth to be made 
in controlled environments. 

OL more recent vears, Nutlonsen (1953, 1957, 1958) of the American Insti- 
tute of Crop Bealogy has upplice the summation of temperatures above a fixed! 
hase line to the study of the climatic requirements of wheat, barley ind ve 
and domed that a hese temperature of 40° F. yave the anost satistactory vahies. 
This temperature was selected after testing 32°, 36°, 40° and 45° F, Follownie 
Livingston, he refers ta the method as the remainder-index system, 

Amerive and Winkler (1944, 1963} have applied the method to the study 
ol the climatology of the erape-vine in Galiformia, and Amerine (1963) alsa 
vives references to war in the Soviet Union. They classify the vine areus of 
California into five regions from the coolest to the warmest on this basis, ln 
the earlier publication the phvsiological perind. blooming to harvest, was used: 
in the later publication a fixed calendar period, April to October inclusive, is 
emplovedt, 

Clore and Druminund (1963, 1964) also have applied he method to the 
interprelation of seasonal conditions for grape growing in the State of Washing- 
tun. iy view of the increasme use of the concept in horticultural practice in 
the United States, involving shorter periods and more accurate assessments of 
temperature summations, Arnold (1960) has proposed a convenient method for 
estimating devree-days [rom daily temperatures when the minimum temperature 
is below the base temperature, 

lt is evident from the long history ot the use of temperature sumnuttions in 
crop physiology. that it will find its most usefol applications when restricted 
to crop periods, such as the emergence of an annual crop ti its harvest period, 
ain the case of a deciduous perennial from bud-burst to leaf-fall or to ripeness 
vf the Iroit tn this connection heth de Candalle and Gilbert were aware id 
the uced to bring in solar radiation and Gilbert even noted the lay betwen 
the tine of greatest sunshine and the time of warmest temperature, 

As soonats the method is used over a fixed calendar period there is no advint 
tage too he guned aver quoting (he mean temperature during the period, The 
use of harmonic characteristics, moreover, cin be used to express mneh of the 
resi Information and can be used, if required, to culewdate the sunimation ot 
Wraps Sera over any specified period and more particularly the leniperatures 
at the warmest and coulest periods. 
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